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Baia




With its ergonomic design and unique features, the Baia sauna is particularly attractive thanks to its curved seating. 
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Familia




Familia is universal and unpretentious. A classic sauna with minimalist style.
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Cala




A small sauna that’s big at heart, Cala offers the benefits and enjoyment of a sauna in spaces of all sizes. 
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Emma




The best things in life are uncomplicated, and Emma is loved by its understated and classic look.
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Lumina




Lumina’s sophisticated design is combined with the highest simplicity and practicality. 
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Nativa




Nativa is a sauna where simplicity and rationality emerge.
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Libera




Libera was born to give you the opportunity to design the room according to your desires. 
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Electa




Unique Electa seduces you with its clean and clear looks, and delivers the perfect amount of charming sophistication at the same time. 
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Vulcana




Vulcana ia a sauna that combines a stylish, modern design with the finest craftsmanship and superior materials.
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Irradia




A spectacular sauna with bold looks where your body is warmed by infrared technology.
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Arti




Attractive and compact, Arti is smaller version of the popular Natura model. 
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Natura




Natura softly embraces and cherishes its visitors. A perfect place to wholeheartedly enjoy the healing sauna, surrounded by a luxurious ambience. 
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Garda




Garda is a compact, affordable and flexible outdoor sauna with a clean, minimalistic design.
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Terra




Terra is a flexible modular outdoor sauna that allows you to design your own unique wellness space. 
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Mira




Mira’s minimal, space-saving design has everything you need for a calming, enjoyable outdoor sauna without overcomplicating things.
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